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I. Purpose 

This evaluation is prepared by the Mined Geologic Disposal Sy.stem (MGDS) \Vaste Package 
Development Department (WPDD) to provide analyses of disposal of aluminum (AI)-based 
Department of Energy-owned research reactor spent nuclear fuel (DOE-SNF) in a codisposal waste 
package with five canisters of high-level waste (HL W). The analysis was performed in sufficient 
detail to establish the technical viability of the Al-bascd DOE-SNF codisposal canister option. The 
objective is to analyze the disposal characteristics of the codisposal canister with regards to criticality 
safety, structural strength, thermal limits, and effect on the waste package .surface dose rates. 

Two DOE-SNF fuel types were designated by Savannah River Site (SRS) personnel (Ref. 8.3) to 
represent near-bounding conditions for the wide variations found i.n Al-based research reactor fuels: 
the high-enrichment Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) reactor fuel and the medium
enrichment Oak Ridge Research (ORR) reactor fueL The MIT fuel has an initial maximum 
enrichment of 93.5 weight percent U-235 and the ORR fuel has an initial maximum enrichment of 
20.56 weight percent U-235. Criticality calculations were performed for intact fuel contained within 
the codisposal canister for fully flooded conditions as typically assumed as worst case for both 
transport and disposal. Thermal, structural and shielding analyses were also performed for intact fuel 
contained within the codisposal canister for repository conditions. Also, sufficient criticality 
analyses of rhe potential degraded states of MIT and ORR fuel within an intact codisposal canister 
basket were performed in order to eo;tablish the quantity of stainless steel/boron alloy needed to 
t:nsure subcriticality if the fuel degrades within an ihtact basket The further degradation of the 
codisposal canister wall, which would allow fuel material to migrate oul'>ide the codisposal canister, 
will be addressed in Phase IT. 
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2. Quality Assurance 

The Quality As~urance (QA) program applies to this document. The work reported in this document 
is part of the preliminary waste package (\VP) design that will eventually support the License 
Application Design phase. This activity, when appropriately confirmed, can impact the proper 
functioning of the MGDS :wa~te package; the waste package has been identified as an MGDS Q-List 
item important to safety and waste isolation (pp. 4, 15, Ref. 8.1). The wao;te package is on the Q-Li.st 
by direct inclusion by the Depar1ment of Energy (DOE), without conducting a QAP-2-3 evaluation. 
As determined by an evaluation performed in accordance with QAP-2-0, Conduct of Activities, the 
work performed for this document is subject to Quality Assurance Requirements and De~·cription 
(QARD; Ref. R.2) requirements. As specified in NLP-3-18, this activity is subject to QA controls. 

All design inputs which are identified in this document are for the preliminary stage of the \VP 
design process; all of these design inputs will require subsequent confirmation (or superseding 
inputs) as the waste package design proceeds. This document will not direc.:tly support any 
construction, fabrication, or procurement activity and therefore is not required to be procedurally 
controlled as TBV (to be verified). In addition. the inputs associated with this document are not 
required to be procedurally controlled as TBV. However. usc of any data from this document for 
input into documents supporting construction, fabrication, or procurement is ,required to be 
controlled as TBV in accordance with the appropriate procedures. 

The ~pecific activities involved with the production and review of this document have been 
performed according to an approved Technical Document Preparation Plan (Ref. 8.39). 
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3. Method 

3.1 Neutronics 

The nuclear rcaeti vity of the codisposal canister within a waste package was analyzed with the 
MCNP4A computer code (reference 8.10), which was also used to compute waste package surface 
dose rates. The gamma, neutron, and thermal source strengths for shielding and thermal analyses 
were obtained from the SAS2H sequence of the SCALE 4.3 code system (reference 8.11). The 
structural strength of the codisposal canister was analyzed with the ANSYS computer code, which 
computes structural stresses in the codisposal canister basket during waste package side drop and 
end drop impact events. The A."\l"SYS computer code (reference 8.12) was also used to compute 
temperatures within the waste package and codisposal canister bask~t. The maximum temperature 
of the DOE~SNF cladding was computed using an effective thermal conductivity. 

The reactivity of the codisposal canister was evaluated for both intact MIT and ORR reactor DOE
SNT"=. These two types of DOE-SNF were selected to represent the near bounding conditions for the 
various types of Al-based DOE-SNF. In addition, the progressive degradation of the Al-clad fuel 
was evaluated within the codisposal canister. Evaluations of the reactivity of fuel and basket 
materials exterior to the codisposal canister, both within the waste package and external to the waste 
package, arc d~ferred to later phases of this project. 

3.2 Thermal and Structural 

Finite-clement solutions of the stmctural problems were performed by making use of the 
commercially available ANSYS 5.1 finite-clement code. A finite-element model of the MIT-SNI"' 
codisposal canister was developed and analyzed for the bounding loads of the tipover design basis 
event (DBE). The results of this analysis were plotted in terms of displacement contours lo 
determine at what location the displacements reached a critical magnitude, causing the fuel 
a~semblies to deform. The results of the finite-element method solutions were also analyzed in terms 
of the maximum stress contours to determine if tl".e magnitude of stresses exceed the material yield 
or ultimate tensile strength. 

The thermal solution method to be employed was two dimensional (2-D) Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA). The analysis used the repository drift temperature as a boundary condition, and applied the 
heat loads in the High Level Waste (HLW) canisters and codisposal canister to determine the 
temperatures. The waste package thermal evaluation used a bounding environment from the 
repository transient thermal evaluation. The waste package thermal calculation used steady state 
analysis to evaluate the temperatures at several different times after emplacement in the repository. 
An effective thermal conductivity for the fuel assemblies was developed from the porosity (volume 
fraction of gas within the fuel assembly) and the thermal conductivities of aluminum metal and 
helium. 
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4. Design Inputs 

All design inputs which are identified in this document are for the preliminary stage of the design 
process; all of these design inputs will require subsequent confirmation (or superseding inputs) as 
the codisposal canister and waste package designc; proceed. This document will not directly support 
any construction, fabrication, or procurement activity and therefore is not required to be procedurally 
controlled as TBV. 

4.1 Design Parameters 

4.1.1 Codisposal Waste Package 

The conceptual design for the Codisposal Wa'ite Package Assembly sketch is shown in Figure 4.1.1-
1. The dimensions are from the conceptual design sketches included in references 8.15, 8.19, and 
8.20. The barrier materials are typical of those used for commercial SNF waste packages. 

4.1.2 Al-bascd DOE-SNF 

4.1.2.1 Massachusett'S Institute of Technology SNF 

The details of the MIT fuel assembly were obtained from the MIT fuel Appendix A of reference 8.3. 
The MIT S~ plate/assembly drawings (R3F-3-2, R3F-l-4) provided by SRS are also collected in 
reference 8.3. The MIT fuel assembly is constructed from 15 flat plates tilted at a sixty degree angle 
so that the resulting assembly has a rhomboidal (equilateral parallelogram with 60° acute angles) 
cross section, instead of the more common square or hexagon cross section. The MIT fuel length 
values used in these analyses are shorter than the original as-built length of the MIT assembly 
because the top and bottom ends of the assembly, which do not contain uranium materials, have been 
removed by cutting. The fuel plates consist of an aluminum cladding over an uranium/aluminum 
(U-AIJ alloy. The maximum fuel mass for the MIT assembly is 514.25 grams of U-235 with an 
enrichment of 93.5 weight percent and one weight percent of U-234. The aluminum present in the 
U-Alx alloy is 30.5 weight percent. The U-AI~ alloy has a significant void volume if distributed over 
the maximum dimensions, and thus can become waterlogged with a resultant increase in reactivity. 
The maximum void volume fraction in the fuel alloy is 0.6353 (Ref. 8.15), so that a considerable 
amount of water moderator can occupy the interstices of the fuel alloy. 

The conservative values on which burn up is based were taken from the MIT fuel Appendix A data 
provided by SRS (Ref. 8.3 ). The maximum (with more than one assembly) exposure for the MIT fuel 
tS 8051 MWDnviTU. The time in reactor (including down time) is 2517 days and the power level 
is 9.68 MWIMTU. 
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~'uel Plates 

The flat plates are 2.552 ( +0.000, -0.002) inches wide, and 23 inches long. All 15 plates are the 
same and have a finned cladding surface with a total thickness of 0.80 ± 0.003 inches including a 
fin height of 0.0 I 0 ± 0.002 inches on both faces. The fuel alloy is 0.030 ( +0.000, -0.002) inches 
thick, 2.177 (+0.000, -0.1875) inches wide, and 22.375 ± 0.233 inches long. 

Fuel Element 

The aluminum outer shroud which encloses the 15 fuel plates on 4 sides is a 2.405 inch outside 
dimension rhomboid with a 0.044 inch thick wall parallel with the fuel plates and a 0.1 S8 inch thick 
comb plate at 60" to the fuel plates, and a nominal length (after cutting) of 23.368 inches. The fuel 
plates are centered within this rhomboid angled 60 degrees off the comb plate. The plates are fixed 
relative to each other by comb plates along two sides and the lip of the end fittings across the top and 
bottom. Drawing R3F-1-4 (Ref. 8.3) shows a feel plate center-to-center >spacing of 0.158", which 
is the spacing of the notches on the comb plate". 

4.1.2.2 Oak Ridge Research SNF 

Derails of the construction of the ORR fuel element are contained in drawings M-11495-0R-00 I 
(" 19 Plate Fuel Element Assy & Finish Machining", Ref. 8.3), M-11495-0R-003 ("Misc. Details 
for ORR Fuel Element", Ref. 8.3), and M-11495-0R-004 ("Fuel Plate Details" Ref. 8.3). The 
element is constructed from 19 curved fuel plates which are held within two opposing aluminum 
comb phttes. The ORR fuel length values used in these analyses are shorter than the original as-built 
length of the ORR assembly because the top and bottom ends of the assembly, which do not contain 
uranium materials, have been removed by cutting. The ORR fuel Appendix A (Ref. 8.3) contains 
the material information. The fuel plates consist of an aluminum cladding over an U-Si-Al fuel 
material. The maximum fuel mass for the ORR assembly is 347 grams of U-235 with an enrichment 
of 20.56 weight percent. The uranium present in the U-Si-AI alloy is 77.5 weight percent. There 
are 2 atoms of Si per 3 atoms of U, and AI fills out the bulk of the fuel material. The U-Si-Al has 
a significant void volume if distributed over the maximum dimensions, and rhus can become 
waterlogged with a resultant increase in reactivity. The maximum void volume fraction in the 
material is 0.4064 (Ref. 8.15), so that a considerable amount of water moderator can occupy the 
mterstices of the fuel alloy. · 

Fuel Plates 

The curved plates are 2.770 minimum (2.775 maximum) inche~ wide with a 5.5 inch inner radius 
of curvature. Seventeen of the plates are inner plates, with a thickness of 0.0494 to 0.0510 inches 
and a 0.0 I 05 minimum aluminum cladding on both sides of a 0.020 nomjnal fuel foil, which is 
assumed to have a tolerance of 0.005 inches since this is the default for the drawing. Two of the 
plates are outer plates, with a thickness of 0.063 to 0.066 inches, with a 0.018 minimum cladding 
on both sides of a 0.020 nominal fuel foil. The inner and outer fuel plates are manufactured as flat 
laminated sheets with a minimum width of2.7925 inches (2.7955 maximum) that are formed to the 
5.5 inch radius of curvature. The fuel foil is not as wide as the aluminum cladding, and an aluminum 
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strip is used to clo~e each side of the finished fuel plate. For the inner fuel plates, the width of the 
fuel foil allows a 0.126 to 0.200 inch inset from the edge of the plate on both sides. The overall 
length of the inner fuel plate is 24.620 to 24.630 inches and the fuel foil is centered within the plate 
longitudinally, with an inset at each end of 0.318 to 0.775 inches. For the outer fuel plates, the width 
of the fuel foil allows a 0.126 to 0.198 inch inset from the edge of the plate on both sides. The 
overall length of the outer fuel plate i.s 27.120 to 27.130 inches and the fuel foil i.s centered within 
the plate longitudinally, with an inset at each end of 1.574 to 2.011 inches. The top and bottom ends 
of the inner and outer fuel foil.s are chamfered, but this trimming of the fuel material was neglected. 

Fuel Element 

The aluminum comb plates enclose the 19 fuel plates on 2 sides creating an approximate 3.25 inch 
by 3.00 inch outside dimension rectangle. and a nominal length (after cutting) of 27 1/8 inches. The 
fuel plates are centered within this box, and form a square fuel/water region with a 3.109 inch 
reference dimension (the longitudinal comb plate width). The plates are fixed relative to each other 
by comb plates along two sides and by a comb strap across the lop and bottom. Drawing M-11495-
0R-003 ("Misc. Details for ORR Fuel Element" Ref. 8.3) shows a fuel plate edge-to-edge spacing 
of0.166", which is the spacing of the notches on the comb plates. 

4.1.3 Structural 

A 2-D finite-element model of the MIT -SNF codisposal canister cross-sectional was developed in 
order to evaluate the effects of the tipovcr dynamic load on the canister structural components. 

Material properties (see Assumption 4.3.9): 
• For 316L stainless steel. Density = 7953 kg/m1 (Ref. 8.30, p. 5); Poisson's ratio = 0.298 (Ref. 

8.31, p. 755)(assumption 4.3.4 in structural design analysis); Modulus of elasticity:::: 195 GPa 
(Ref. 8.9, Table TM-1); Tensile Strength~ 482 (MPa Ref. 8.9, Table U); Compressive Strength 
= 1358 MPa (Ref. 8.32, p. 34)(assumption 4.3.10 in structural design analysis); Yield strength 
~ 172 MPa (Ref. 8.9, Table Y-1); Elongation% in 2 in.~ 40 (Ref. 8.30). 

• For 304L stainless steel: Poisson's ratio= 0.29 (Ref. 8.31, p. 755); Modulus of elasticity= 195 
(Ref. 8.9, Table Y-1 and Table TM-1). ForXM-19 (oxidized by repeated hearing) stainless steel: 
yield strength~ 380 MPa (Ref. 8.33, p. 153). 

Masses of 4-cani.ster DI-IT...W waste package mem:~ers (Ref. 8.8, p. II-320) (sec Assumption 4.3.11) 
are provided below for a half-symmetry model: 
• Ma.ss of outer banicr and outer banier lid.s :::: 5079.99 kg ( 10160 kg for a full-size canister) 
• ~lass of inner barrier, inner barrier lids, and canister guide = 1666.99 kg (3334 kg for a full-size 

canister) 
• Mass of Savannah 1-ILW Canister= 1000.01 kg (for 2 of the 4 total HLW canisters) (500 kg for 

1 of the 4 total HLW canisters) 
• Mass of vitrified waste; 3363.96 kg (for 2 of the 4 total HLW canisters) (1682 kg for I of the 

total4 canisters) 
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A bounding ma'is value is used in the g load calculations for the canistered waste form: 
• Total mass of the HLW canister= 2500 kg (Ref. 8.34) 
• OuterdiameterofHLW canister=0.61 m (Ref. 8.7, p. 3.1-7) 
• Mass of one MIT -SNF assembly= 2.8 kg (MIT Appendix A, Ref. 8.3, p. 5) 

4.1.4 Thermal 

Values for the thermal conductivities of stainless steel 316L, stainless .steel304L, XM-19, Alloy 625, 
and A 516 were obtained from Table TCD, Section II of the 1995 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code (Ref. R.9). Since these stainless ~tee! materials have similar thermal properties, stainless steel 
316 is chosen to represent any stainless steel (316L, 304L and XI\1-19) used in the "WP. The 
emissivities of 316L, 304L and X11-19 are 0.60, and the emissivities of Alloy 625 is.0.80 (p. 4-68, 
Ref. 8.25). 

The thermal conductivity of borosilicate glass is 1.1 W/mK (Table I I. 7, p. 584, Ref. 8.26), and the 
temperature dependent thcnnal conductivity of helium is taken from p. AI7 of reference 8.27. 

4.2 Design Criteria 

The design of the engineered barrier segment (EBS) will depend on neutronic, structural, and thermal 
analyses of the repository waste package. Criteria that relate to the analysis of the EBS are derived 
from the applicable requirements and planning documents. Upper-level .systems requirements arc 
provided in the Mined Geologic DisposaJ System Requirements Document (MGDS-RD) (Ref. 8.4). 
The requirements flow down to the Engineered Barrier Design Requirements Document (EBDRD, 
Ref. 8 .5) as specific requirements for engineered barrier segment design. The Controlled Design 
Assumptions Document (CDA, Ref. 8.6) provides guidance for requirements listed in the EBDRD 
which have unquaJified or unconfirmed data with the requirement. The criteria applicable to 
analyses of waste package emplacement arc equivalent to the applicable requirements, interface 
requirements, and criteria cited in the EBDRD. 

The ''TBD" Lerms identified in the available criteria in this section will not be carried to the 
conclusions of this document based on the rationale that the conclusions derived by this analysis are 
for preliminary design that will not be used a~ input into documents supporting construction, 
fabrication, or procurement. 

The following criteria are applicable to the design subject Each criterion references the relevant 
EBDRD (Ref. 8.5) requirement; however, it is not the intent of these analyses to show direct 
compliance with the referenced requirement>; fran: the EBDRD. Rather, they are used as guidelines 
and design goals for the preliminary design. 
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Structural: 

4.2J The ~IT-SNF codisposal canister will be designed so that the physical and mechanical 
properties of the codisposal canister will be sufficient to maintain the structural integrity of 
the fuel assembly against dynamic loads. This document investigates the results of a tip-over 
onto an essentially unyielding surface. These considerations are addressed throughout this 
document. [EBDRD 3.7.l.B][EBDRD 3.7 .l.H] 

4.2.2 The internal structure of the MIT-SNF codisposal canister will be configured to 
accommodate the spent fuel waste form, provide stability of the waste form, and withstand 
handling loads such as the tip-over event. The resistance of the canister to a tip-over event 
is analyzed. [EBDRD 3.7.1.3.B] [EBDRD 3.7.1.3.D] 

Thermal: 

4.2.3 The design of wa>;te packages shall consider the thermal effects and thermal loads. [EBDRD 
3.7.l.B]. 

4.2.4 Limit the temperature of the high-level waste (HL W) glass to less than 400"C during storage 
;Jt the producer sites and during transport to the repository. [CDA DCWP 002] 

Neutronic: 

4.2.5 Criticality Control 

The EBDRD requirements 3.2.2.6 and 3.7.1.3.A (Ref. 8.5) both indicate that a VlP criticality 
shall not be possible unless at least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or sequential 
changes have occurred in the conditions essential to nuclear criticality safety. These 
requirements aha indicate that the design must provide for criticality safety under normal and 
accident conditions, and that the calculated effective multiplication factor (k~) must be 
sufficiently below unity to show at least a five percent margin after allowance for the bias 
in rhc method of calculation and the uncertainty in the experiments used to validate the 
methods of calculation. The latter requirement contains a "TBD" at the end. 

CDA Assumption EBDRD 3.7.1.3.A (Ref. 8.6, p. 4-32) clarifies that the above requirement 
is applicable to only the prcclosure phase of the MGDS, in accordance with the cUrrent DOE 
position on postclosure criticality. This assumption also indicates that for }K)stclosure, the 
probability and consequences of a criticality provide reasonable assurance that the 
performance objective of 10CFR60.112 is met. While the NRC has not yet endorsed any 
specific change for postclosure, they have indicated that they agree that one is necessary 

Finally, EBDRD 3.3.1.G indicates that ''The Engineered Barrier Segment design shall meet 
all relevant requirements imposed by 10CFR60." The NRC has recently revised several parts 
of 10CFR60 which relate to the identification and analysis of design basis events (Ref. 8.36) 
including the criticality control requirement, which was moved to 60.131(h). These changes 
are not reflected in the current versions of the EBDRD or the CDA. The change to the 
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criticality requirement simply replaces the phrase "criticality safety under normal and 
accident conditions" with "criticality safety assuming design basis events." 

This document contributes to satisfying the above requirement for preclosure by 
demonstrating that the intact codisposal canisters for MIT and ORR fuel will remain 
subcritical, assuming a five percent margin and allowing for bias and uncertainty in the 
method of calculation, during the WP flooding event detincd in the \VP Design Basis Events 
analysis (Ref. 8.37). The mislead events discussed in that analysis are not applicable in this 
case, as the codisposal canisters are specifically designed for the unique physical forms of 
the MIT and ORR fuel, and do not take credit for burn up. 

4.2.6 Shieldin~ 

EBDRD requirement 3.2.4.5 indicates that allocation of shielding requirements to the WP, 
if any, is TBD. The CDA has clarified this TBD in Key Assumption 031, by indicating that 
the WP shielding criteria should he as follows: 
• \VP containment barriers will provide sufficient shielding for protection of\VP materials 

from radiation enhanced corrosion, 
• Individual \V'Ps will not provide any additional shielding for personnel protection, and, 
• Additional shielding for personnel protection will be provided on the subsurface 

transporter and in surface and subsurface facilities. 

This document contributes to satisfying the above criteria by demonstrating that the dose rate 
at the surface of the WP will not be increased by the presence of the DOE-SNF codisposal 
canister and will not result in significant corrosion enhancement of the outer barrier. 

4.3 Design Assumptions 

Based upon the rationale that the conclusions derived in this document are for preliminary design 
and will not be used as input into documents supporting construction, fabrication, or procurement, 
a TBD (to be determined) or TBV (to be verified) will not be carried to the conclusions to this 
document. 

The assumptions used in this document arc: 

4.3.1 The codi.sposal waste package contains 16 MIT or 10 ORR DOE-SNF assemblies in the 
basket cross section, and assemblies are stacked four high within each position in the fuel 
basket for a total of 64 MIT or 40 ORR assemblies. This is the maximum number of 
assemblies of each type which can physically fit in the DOE-SNF canister. This assumption 
is used in Section 4.1 and throughout Section 6. 

4.3.2 The aluminum cladding of the DOE-SNF is limited lu 204 "C (400°F), which is less than the 
350°C used for zircaloy-clad SNF. The thermal criteria indicated in Section 4.2 are a<;sumed 
to apply to the thermal analysis as thcm1al goals for the HL W glass canister design. Although 
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criteria 4.2.2 does not address the temperature limit for the HL W glass in the repository, it 
is chosen as a reference for this analysis. This assumption is used in Section 7 .1.4. 

4.3.3 The :MIT and ORR fuel is assumed fresh (unburned) for criticality calculations. The 
National Spent Nuclear Fuel Program Criticality Team recently came to the consensus 
opinion that the benefit gained from bumup credit would not be significant enough to pursue 
for DOE SNF because of cost and lack of qualified data (Ref. 8.35). This assumption is used 
in Section 6.5.1. 

4.3.4 The waste package is assumed to be fully flooded with water for criticality calculations. 
This is the most reactive condition anC is conservative. This assumption is used in 
Section 6.4.1 

4.3.5 The waste package is assumed to be filled with air for shielding and structural 
calculations. This a.;;sumption is used throughout Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.5. 

4.3.6 The waste package is assumed to be filled with helium for thermal calculations. Heat is 
a concern for the interior of the waste package only during the early years after 
emplacement, and the helium fill gas can be expected to be present during these times. 
This assumption is used in Section 6.4.4.2 

4.3.7 The boron neutron absorber is assumed to be no more than 75% effective. Thus the usc of 
0.6 wt% Bin the criticality calculations results in a requirement for using SS3!6B3A (0.87 
wt% B)in the basket design. This assurr.ption is used in Section 6.4.1.5. 

4.3.8 The Savannah River HLW canister is assumed to be representative for HL W canisters. 
Reference 8.7 specifies the geometry and materials of construction. The outer diameter is 
0.6095 m and the thickness is 0.009525 m. The canister inside volume is 0.736 m3 and the 
glass weight is I 682 kg. The glass loading in each canister is 85% of the total volume. The 
basis for this assumption is that the specified reference is the best information available 
concerning the HL W canister design. This assumption is used throughout Section 6. 

4.3.9 The tipover accident event considered in this document includes the time period from 
placement of the codisposal canister into the codisposal waste package to the emplacement 
of the waste packages into the drift. Since the increase in the canister temperature is not 
anticipated to be significantly different than the room temperature in this time period, room 
temperature (20"C) material prope1ties were assumed in structural analyses. This 
assumption is used throughout Section 6.4.3. 

4.3.10 The g load acted upon the codisposaJ canister by one of the HL W canisters is conservatively 
assumed to be trammitted through the basket assembly at a 45 o angular orientation to the 
long parallel members (see Figure 6.3.1-1). The goal is to analyze the bounding case for the 
most critical stresses and deformations. This assumption is used in Section 6.43.2. 
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4.3.11 The external force on the MIT-SNF canister was calculated using the results of a previous 
design analysis performed for the tipover evaluations of the 4-canister DHLW waste 
package. This document was issued as a non-quality affecting document and is listed in 
Section 8 (Ref. 8.8). This force results in a I04g deceleration for the codisposal waste 
package. This assumption is used in Sections 4.1 and 6.4.3. 

4.3.12 The minimum clearance provided between the fuel assemblies and the basket members is 
I. 72 mm. The basis for this assumption is the configuration of the fuel assemblies with 
respect to the codisposal canister b<J.sket members. This assumption is used in Sections 
6.4.3J and 7.1.3. 

4.3. 13 The repository thermal loading of 83 MTU/acrc is considered for the preliminary design. 
This value is consistent with the therrna: loadings (80- 100 MTU/acre) given in the CDA 
(Key 019, Ref. 8.6). This assumption is used throughout Section 6.4. 

4.3.14 The waste package will be emplaced in-drift in a horizontal mode. This is consistent wilh 
CDA Key 011 and Key 066, reference 8.6. This assumption is used throughout Section 6. 

4.3.15 The radiation and heat sources from the MIT SNF are taken at 5 years cool time (after 
discharge from reactor) and at 0 years (time of pour) for the HL W canisters. The decay heat 
for Savannah River gla.<;s (see Section 6 7.4) is assumed to be representative of the HL\V 
glass. This assumption is used throughout Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.4. 

4.3.16 The effects of drift backfilling will not be considered for the repo!>itory base case analysis. 
This assumption is consistent with CDA Key 046. This assumption is used throughout 
Section 6. 

4.3.17 The MIT SNF assemblies are modeled with smeared properties with effective thermal 
conductivity. The fuel is treated as a mixture of aluminum and air. The porosity of the 
mixture can be calculated using the volume ratio of the void to the total assembly according 
to the dimensions shown in drawings R3F-1-4 and R3F-3-2, reference 8.3. The volume of 
the metal pOttion is (2.2+D.Ol)x0.07xL(a>Semhly length)x15+2.38x0.188xLx2=3.215-L in'; 
and the total volume of the assembly is 2.38x2.38xL=5.664·L in3

. Thus, the porosity of the 
mixture is (5.664-L-3.2!5·L)~5.664·L=0.432. Using the Maxwell formula (see below) for 
packed beds (p. 130, Ref. 8.28), and applying the porosity of the mixture of 0.432, the 
thermal conductivity of aluminum 6061 of 180 W lm· K (p. 72, Ref. 8.29), and the thermal 
conductivity of the helium of 0.152 Wlm·K (at 300 K, p. Al7, Ref. 8.27), the effective 
thermal conductivity of the MIT fuel is obtained as 84.18 W/m·K. 

2(k/k;l'(l- E)+ (t + 2E)(k/kf). k 

(2 + E)(kJk
1

) +) E j 

(p. 130, Ref. 8.28) 
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where, k., is the effective thermal conductivity of the MIT fuel; ksis the thermal conductivity 
of the uranium metal; kf is the thermal conductivity of the air; and E is the porosity. 

This assumption is used throughout Section 6. 

4.3. 18 The thermal analysis modeling considered conduction and radiation heat transfer. This 
provides conservative results for this analysis. The ba.;;is for this assumption is as follows: 
the helium fill gas has a very low buoyancy so thermally driven convective heat transfer will 
have a small or negligible contribution to the total heat transfer. Thus, the problem may be 
modeled with only the dominant heat transfer modes with a negligible or conservative impact 
upon the results. This assumption is used throughout Section 6.4. 

4.3.19 It is assumed for this analysis that the waste package with disposal container will not have 
filler material placed inside of it. The ba<;is for this assumption is that the consideration of 
degraded scenarios outside the DOE-S~ codisposal container which might require filler 
material is beyond the scope of this analysis. The analysis to be performed in Phase II rnay 
indicate that filler is required. This assumption is used throughout Section 6. If filler is 
required, the thermal and structural evaluations will be affected. 

4.3.20 The DHLW waste package surface temperatures for the 4-canister WP (time dependent), as 
documented in reference 8.21, will be applied as rhe boundary conditions for the detailed 2-D 
walite package analysis. The analysis described in reference 8.17 considers multiple WPs in 
the drift with different WP heat generation rates. The WP surface temperature used in this 
analysis is selected from the DI-ll. W WP with 4 HLW canisters at the thermal loading of 83 
MTU I acre. The use of this temperature as the boundary condition may slightly under
estimate the peak internal temperatures of the codisposal WP since 5 HLW canisters are used 
in this design. For this evaluation, the effect is judged to be negligible. According to the 
temperature results listed in reference 8.17, the waste package surface temperature is very 
dose to the drift wall temperature after 10 years. This means the surface temperature of the 
4·canister DHL W WP is mostly driven by the drift wall temperature, and the decay heat at 
this time (much smaller than initial heat) has little effect on the surface temperature of the 
4-canister DHLW WP. Since the peak internal temperatures of the NITf -SNF and the glass 
matrix are expected to peak after 10 years (Ref. 8.23) are of interest, the peak temperature 
results will be reasonable. The ba~is for this assumption is engineering judgement. This 
assumption is used throughout Section 6.4.4. 

4.4 Codes and Standards 

Kat Applicable. Preliminary design of the waste package and codisposal canister is not controlled 
by codes and standard:;. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (AS:ME) Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code (Ref. 8.9) has been used only as a reference for the structural and thermal 
properties of materiah used within the codisposal canister and waste package. 
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5. Use of Computer Software 

5.1 Scientific and Engineering Software 

The calculation of nuclear reactivity of fresh fue~ configurations was performed with the MCNP4A 
computer code which is identified with the Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCD: 30006-
V4A. MCNP4A calculates k-effective for a variety of geometric configurations with neutron cross 
sections for elements and isotopes described in the Evaluated Nuclear Data File version B-V (ENDF
BN). MCNP4A is appropriate for the fuel geometries and materials required for these analyses. 
The caJculations using the MC\fP4A software were executed on a Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series 735 
workstation with the HP-UX 9.x operating system. The software qualification of the MCNP4A 
software, including problems related to calculation of k-effective for fissile systems, is summarized 
in the Software Qualification Report for the Monte Carlo N-Particle code (Ref. 8.1 0). The MC~4A 
evaluations performed for this design are fully within the range of the validation for the MCNP4A 
software used. Access to and use of the MCNP4A software for this anaJysis was granted by 
Software Configuration Management and performed in accordance with the QAP-SI series 
procedures. 

An allowance for caJculationul bias and experimental uncertamttes in criticality benchmark 
calculations must be made per the requirements ljsted in Section 4.2. Party seven criticality 
benchmark calculations representative for research reactor fuel were run based on reviewed 
experiments and MCNP models (Ref. 8.22). The sum of bias and uncertainty is less than 0.02 in 
kerr for ail cases (Ref. 8.15) 

The calculation of the neutron, gamma, and thermal sources in spent MIT fuel was performed with 
the SAS2H code sequence (Ref. 8.11), which is a pan of the SCALE 4.3 code system (CSCI: 300 II 
V4.3). SAS2H is designed for spent fuel depletion calculations to determine spent fuel isotopic 
content (including radioisotopes which produce alpha particles), decay heat rates, and radiation 
source terms. Thus, SAS2H is appropriate for the generation of thermal and radiation sources for 
the calculations of this analysis. The calculations using the SAS2H software were executed on a 
Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series 735 workstation with the HP-UX 9.x operating system. The software 
qualification of the SAS2H software, including problems related to generation of isotope contents, 
is summarized in the Software Qualification Report for the SCALE Modular Code system (Ref. 
8.11). The SAS2H evaluations performed for thi~ design arc fully within the range of the validation 
for the SAS2H software used. The associated 44BURNUPLIB cross section library was used for 
these calculations. Access to and use of the SAS2H software for this analysis was granted by 
Software Configuration Management and performed in accordance with the QAP-SI series 
procedures. 

The finite element analysis computer code used for this analysis is ANSYS Version (V) 5.1 (CSCL 
30003 VS.IHP) and was obtained from Software Configuration Management in accordance with 
QAP-SI-0 and QAP-SI-3. ANSYS is a commercially available finite element thermal and 
mechanical analysis code and is appropriate for the thermal analysis of waste packages, waste 
package emplacements, and waste package environments as utilized in this anaJysis. The analyses 
using the ANSYS software were executed on a Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series 735 workstation with 
the HP-UX 9.x operating system. The software qualification of the ANSYS software, including 
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problems of the type analyzed in this report, is summarized in the Software Qualification Report for 
ANSYS Version 5.IHP (Ref. 8.12). The ANSYS evaluations performed for this design are fully 
within the range of the validation for the ANSYS VS.l code used. Access to and use of the code for 
the analysis granted and performed in accordance with the A. 'l"SYS V5.1 Life Cycle Plan (Ref. 8.13) 
and the QAP-SI series procedures. 

5.2 Computational Support Software 

The 2-D cross section model was generated with Pro/Engineer solid modeler Version 17.0. 
Pro/Engineer was executed on a Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series 735 workstation. Pro/Engineer 
Release 17.0 is not a controlled computer code and has not been qualified under the QAP-SI series 
of M&O procedures and will not be qualified under the M&O procedures (not required per QAP-SI-
0). Pro/Engineer Version 17.0 simply provides a 2-D geometry for the use in the finite element 
analysis. 

The data interpolation for MIT SNF heat load and computation of number densities of intact and 
degraded states were performed with Microsoft Excel Version 5.0. Microsoft Excel 5.0 was 
executed on an IBM PC compatible personal computer. Microsoft Excel Version 5.0 simply 
provides data manipulation for the analyses. 

The presentation graphics provided in Section 6.4 was generated with the computer code Harvard 
Graphics Version 2.0 and is classified as computational support software. Harvard Graphics Version 
2.0 was executed on an IBM PC compatible. Harvard Graphics Version 2.0 simply provides a 
framework to create a graphical representation of data. No calculation or modification beyond cut 
and paste operations with tabular ANSYS or Lotus 1-2-3 output was performed in Harvard Graphics 

The Auto Sketch Version 2.0 graphics package was used for the conceptual design layout of the MIT 
and ORR SNF codisposal baskets. AutoSketch is a simplified version of the AutoCAD software 
system which is appropriate for sketches. 
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6. Design Analysis 

6.1 Background 

As part of an engineered barrier system for the containment of radionuclides, the codisposal WP k.11 

must not exceed 0.95 during the pre-closure phase. Further, potential degradation of the aluminum 
clad, U-Al, metal fuel (or U-Si-Al) plates must not cause the reactivity of the fuel to exceed 0.95 
while it is contained within the codisposal canister. Degradation of the fuel will not occur while the 
WP is intact; however, oxidation of the aluminum cladding and fuel alloy would occur at a much 
faster rate than degradation of the codisposal basket if the WP were breached. The codi~posal 
baskets for MIT fuel and ORR are both evaluated in the intact configuration. In addition, enough 
degraded fuel cases have been completed to determine the amount and distribu~ion of borated 
stainless steel required to be placed into the intact configuration to prevent criticality within the 
DOE.S:~F codisposal canister. 

The scenarios analyzed included: 

fntad- Conceptual designs ofhaskets suitable for transponlstorage/disposal. The intent wa"> not 
to design a transport basket per se but rather to design a basket which would be representative 
of the types of transport b<U:;ket which might be developed for DOE-SNf'. A fully flooded 
condition is analyzed for both MIT and ORR fuel in their respective baskets within the Waste 
Package. 

Degraded within codisposal canister-Tile potential progressive degradation of fuel was evaluated 
within the codisposal container (MIT SNF only, to allow sizing of stainless steel/boron 
components). Neutron absorbers were assumed to stay in fueVmctal matrix when degradation 
occurs. Optimum moderation was evaluated by varying the water content of the fuel alloy and 
surrounding moderator volume. 

The progressive degradation of the fuel and codisposal hasket was evaluated in stages as 
follows: 

1. Homogenize fuel plates and inter-plate moderator volume 
2. Homogeni7.e entire assembly (fuel plates plus structural combs plus water) 
3. Disperse homogenized material throughout basket free space 

6.2 Conceptual Design of Codisposal Canister 

Conceptual designs for the baskets for rviTr and ORR fuel types were prepared to serve as the basis 
for the criticality, shielding, structural and thermal analyses. The conceptual designs are intended 
to be representative of baskets which could be transported and disposed of at the repository. The 
analyses which were performed address the disposal of the aluminum clad fuel and do not evaluate 
transport; rather, design practices for spent fuel shipping cask-; were applied to the disposa] canister. 
These design practices include: 
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• Structural load paths should be straight and continuous from one side of the basket to the other. 
This practice can be applied to the ORR fuel type due to its square shape but it is not possible 
to mamtain a continuous load path for one axis of the MIT SNF basket due to the parallelogram 
shape of rhe MIT fuel. This discontinuity in the load path requires the structural steel of the 
central fuel slot to carry structural loads without the benefit of a vertical support. 

• Elastic-only structural analyses are required for transport baskets, but elastic-plastic analysis 
methodologies are permissible for storage and the elastic-plastic methodology is applied to the 
disposal canister. The elastic-only requirement for transport encourages the use of the thickest 
possible structural members throughout the basker. This practice is applied to the MlT SNF 
design by using thicker structural members at the outer periphery of the basket where space 
pemlits. In addition, two of the MIT assemblies in the 16-position conceptual design have been 
rotated ro create a mo're space-efficient array so that these assemblies can be moved outboard and 
the central structural plates of the basket can be thickened. The ORR basket design consists of 
rclati vely thick structural tubes or egg-crate plates which provide structural strength. 

• The use of neutron absorber materials in transport packages is limited to a 75% credit for the 
minimum boron content of the absorber panels in lieu of 100% inspection of the absorber panels 
with a neutron transmission test. A similar design practice has been established for disposal, and 
the criticality analyses of this report use the 75% value. 

• Heat transfer paths should be uninterrupted wherever possible. This practice has been applied 
to the MIT SNF basket design since it is intended to be manufactured as machined components 
to create basket sections. The MIT S~ basket heat transfer paths should not be interrupted by 
gaps or manufacturing joints. The ORR conceptual basket could be fabricated from an 
assemblage of square tubes. 
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6.3 Codisposal Canister Arrangements 

6.3.1 MIT SNF Codisposal Basket Conceptual Design 

The MIT SNF codisposal basket consists of rhomboidal slots in a steel disk that provide structural 
support for the SNF. Panels of stainless steel/boron are attached to one side of each slot to provide 
neutron attenuation between the slots. Stainless steel/boron divider plates are provided between 
adjacent pairs of :MIT SNF assemblies to reduce neutronic interactions between adjacent assemblies. 
The method of attachment of these divider plates has not been evaluated in detaiL The basket has 
void regions around the periphery of the basket to reduce the weight of the structure. Heat transfer 
is provided by the structural steel. The basket arrangement is illustrated in Figure 6.3.1-1. The 
rhomboidal slots provide a 1.72 mm clearance around the MIT assembly. The inner radius of the 
codisposal canister is 20.465 em. 

Figure 6.3.1-l MIT Fuel Codisposal Canister Conceptual Design 
--

- - Stainless/Baron 

ffi - Water (nooded package) 
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6.3.2 ORR Codisposal Basket Conceptual Design 

The ORR conceptual basket design consists of ten square tubes (5.0 mm wall thickness) aligned so 
that straight structural load paths progress from one side of the basket to the other. The tubes do not 
contain boron neutron absorber materials due to the mcx:ierate enrichment (20 weight percent U-235, 
initial) of the ORR fuel assemblies. A clearance of at least 2.54 mm is provided for the assembly 

. in the basket. The layout of the ORR basket is illustrated in Figure 6.3.2-l. Note that the center tube 
of the nine-tube square is offset relative to the center of the codisposal canister by 18.0 mm. This 
offset results from the asymmetry of the basket. The use of asymmetric baskets is the current 
practice among large storage and transport package designs. The inner radius of the codisposal 
canister is 20.465 em. 

Figure 6.3.2-l. ORR Codisposal B'isket Conceptual Design 
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6.4 Methodology: 

6.4.1 Criticality 

Criticality analyses of the 1viTt and ORR fuel types requires construction of MCNP4A geometry and 
material models. The development of the geometry models is sununarized below. This analysis is 
documented with computer program output :n reference 8.15. The materials models are 
straightforward because rhe structurd] materials of the waste package are AS .ME code materials and 
are hence well-defined, as are the water moderator (Assumption 4.3.4) and stainless steel/boron alloy 
(the stainless steel/boron is defined in an ASME Code Case). 

The MCNP4A model is created by selecting the "wurst case" dimensions from the range of values 
for each dimension. The procedure is to maximize the fuel volume and moderator volume by 
applying the minimum thicknesses of the aluminum cladding components and the maximum widths 
and lengths of the fuel plates. 

6.4.1.111-IIT Fuel Geometry 

Explicit geometric models of the "MIT fuel assembly were constn1cled. The fuel alloy and aluminum 
cladding were modeled as separate layers in close contact. The aclual design spacing of the fuel 
plates within the assembly was used. The assemblies are shortened by removing the end fittings, and 
the resulling shorter length was modeled to permit lhe fuel zones to minimize their separation in the 
axial direction to maximize k-cffcctive. The resulting MCNP4A model is shown in Figure 6.4.1.1-1. 
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Figure 6.4.1.1-1. MCNP Model of MIT Fuel Assemblies in Basket. 
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6.4.1.2 ORR Fuel Element Geometry 

The individual curved plates of the ORR fuel assembly were individually modeled, including the 
slightly different fuel alloy U-235 content of the plates at either end of the nineteen plate array. The 
aluminum cladding and the fuel alloy were modeled individually as separate layers in close contact. 
c! he aluminum side plates of the fuel assembly were also modelt:d explicitly. A picture uf the 
resulting MCNP4A geometry is show below, in Figure 6.4.1.2-l. 

Figure 6.4.1.2-1 MCNP Model of ORR Fuel Assembly. 
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6.4.1.3 MIT SNF Codisposal Basket Geometry 

The MIT SNF codisposal ba~ket consists of a round disk with rhomboidal slots to accommodate the 
fuel assemblies. Slot locations within the basket can accomodate one, two, or four rvnT SNF 
assemblie~. Adjacent assemblies are separated by stainless steel/boron separator plates. One side 
of each slot is lined with a stainless steel/boron plate to neutronically isolate each row of fuel 
assemblies. The periphery void spaces were modeled outboard of the fuel slots. Void spaces in the 
basket provide locations in which degraded fuel might collect; this increase in volume must be 
considered in the Cvaluation of criticality. The resulting MCNP4A model is essentially the same as 
shown in Figure 6.3.1-1. 

6.4.1.4 ORR Codisposal Basket Geometry 

The ORR conceptual basket design consists of ten square tubes aligned so that straight structural 
load paths progress from one side of the basket to the other. The tubes do not contain boron neutron 
absorber materials due to the moderate enrichment (20 weight percent U-235, initial) in the ORR 
fuel assemblies. Stainless steel!boron separator plates are used to isolate axial layers of ORR 
assemblies, as was done in the MIT SNF codisposal basket design. This ensures that adequate 
neutron absorption is provided as the fuel degrades while still contained in the codisposal canister. 
The thicknesses of the axial separators are similar to the MIT SNF design. The resulting MO\,.P4A 
model is essentially the same as shown in Figure 6.3.2-1. 

6.4.1.5 Codisposa] Basket Neutron Absorber 1\-faterials 

Neutron absorhers used in the criticality analysis of both the :MIT and ORR codisposal basket 
conceptual designs were ba!)ed on stainless steel/boron alloy SS316B2A (0.6 wt% B). The normal 
practice is to derate down to 75% of the actual minimum boron content per current design package 
for waste packages (Assumption 4.3.7). This practice is in accord with current NRC practke for 
transportation packages when 100 percent inspection of the neutron absorber panels has not been 
perfonncd. As a result, an alloy with 0.80 wt% B (which is 0.6 wt%/0. 75) would be required to be 
used in fabrication of the codisposai canisters. The required loading is provided by the next grade 
containing 0.87 wt% B (SS316B3A). 

6.4.1.6 Waste Package 

The waste package is modeled with the codisposal canister in the center of the package with five 
HLW canisters arrayed around the codisposal canister. The codisposal canister was modeled with 
the minimum thickness which might be expected to allov.: the DOE-SNF fuel and HL W canisters 
to approach each other to the minimum possible separation, which yields a conservative calculation 
of kcff· The codisposal canister is sealed at the top and bottom ends. The steel thicknesses of these 
closures was not considered because this steel was modeled as a water reflector in the MCNP4A 
model (which is conservative with respect to criticality). Similarly, the steel wall of the lll.W 
canisters was omitted to allow the plutonium-bearing glass to interact neutronically with the 
codisposal canister fuel to the maximum extent possible. The waste package structural wall was 
modeled in the radial direction in both the criticality and shielding models; however, the ends of the 
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waste package were replaced with water reflectors for the criticality calculations to maximize 
neutron return from these zones. The configuration modeled is shown in Figure 4.1.1-1. 

6.4.2 Source Term Generation 

A model using the SAS2H Sequence of SCALE4.3 (Ref. 8.11) was developed based on the burnup 
and decay data provided by SRS for Mrr fuel. No such data was provided for tlie ORR fuel. This 
analysis is documented with computer program output in reference 8.15. As indicated in Section 4.1, 
the maximum exposure (for more than one assembly) for lhe :MIT fuel is 8051 .M"WDNTU. The 
time in reactor (including down time) is 2517 days and the power level is 9.68 :VIW/MTU. For the 
SAS2H calculation the maximum exposure was rounded up to 8100 I\1WDNTU and the time in 
reactor was rounded down to 2500 days. The exposure time is calculated as 8100 MWDIMTU /9.68 
MW/MTU = 836.8 days. The down time is then calculated .,; 2500 days- 836.8 days= !663.2 days. 
Actual operation would have heen up and down on a day-to-day basis. For the SAS2H calculation 
the exposure time was divided into quarter!l with one-third the down time between each exposure 
step. This will provide a conservative estimate of the source term and decay heat The exposure 
time and decay time used in each of the steps is thus 209.2 days and 554.4 days, respectively. The 
resulting gamma and neutron sources for the MIT spent fuel are provided in Tables 6.4.2-1 and 
6.4.2-2, respectively. I-IT~W glass sources were also obtained from SAS2H runs (Ref. 8.38) and arc 
listed in Tables 6.4.2-l and 6.4.2-2. 
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.. -Table 6 4 2 I Photon Sources for MIT Fuel and HL W Canisters 

Upper Energy MIT Fuel Source HLW Source 
Boundary of (per MTU) (per Canister) 
Group 

MeV photons/sec Fraction of photons/sec Fraction of 
Source Source 

S.OOe-2 5.69e+l4 3.45e-01 1.321Se+l5 3.60e-01 

I.OOe-1 1.69e+14 1.03e-OI 3.9581e+14 I.OSe-0 1 

2.00e-l 1.22e+14 7.39e-02 3.0959e+14 8.42e-02 

3.00e-l 3.58e+ 13 2.17e-02 8.7394e+ 13 2.38e-02 

4.00e-l 2.62e+l3 I.58e-02 6.3931<+13 l.74e-02 

6.00e-l 2.6le+l3 !.58e-02 8.8265<+13 2.40e-02 

8.00e-1 6.94e+l4 4.20e-OI 1.3478<+15 3.67e-O 1 

1.00 4.21e+12 2.55e-03 2.1344<+13 S.Sle-03 

1.33 2.71e+l2 1.64e-03 2.9649<+ 13 8.07e-03 

1.66 8.64e+11 5.23e-04 6.4161 <+ 12 l.75e-03 

2.00 !.49e+ll 9.0le-05 5.l377e+11 l.40e-04 
-

2.50 7.55e+ll 4.57e-04 2.9370<+12 7.99e-04 

3.00 4.46e+09 2.70e-06 2.0440e+IO 5.56e-06 

4.00 4.84c+08 2.93e-07 2.2835e+09 6.21e-07 

5.00 I.69c+02 1.03c-13 5.2534<+05 l.43c-l0 

6.50 5.57c+01 3.37c-l4 2.1058c+05 5.73c-11 

8.00 8.76e+00 5.31e-15 4.1263c+04 1.12e-11 

10.00 !.S5e+00 9.37e-16 8.7544<+03 2.38e-12 
-

TOTAL !.65e+IS 1.00e+00 3.6750<+15 I.OOe+OO 
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.. . Table 6 4 2-2 Neutron Photon Sources for MIT Fuel and HL W Canisters 

Upper Energy MIT Fuel Source IILW Source 
Boundary of (per MTU) (per Canister) 
Group 

.'v!eV neutrons/sec Fraction of neutrons/sec Fraction of 
Source Source 

4.00e-l 1.67e+02 4.89c-03 2.087c+06 2.54c-02 

9.00e-l 9.96e+02 2.9le-02 6.34e+06 7.72e-02 

1.40 2.93e+03 8.56e-02 6.92e+06 8.43e-02 

1.85 5.02e+03 l.47e-0 l 6.12e+06 7.45e-02 

3.00 l.84e+04 5.39e-Ol 2.6le+07 3.18e-Ol 

6.43 6.64e+03 l.94e-Ol 3.42e+07 4.17e-Ol 

20.00 l.90e+Ol 5.55e-04 3.07e+05 3.74e-03 

TOTAL 3.42e+04 l.00e+00 8.2le+07 l.OOe+OO 

The heat load for an MIT a"sembly was also calculated by the SAS2H code in a separate ORIGEN-S 
case for a variety of decay times. The heat load for Savannah River glass canister was taken from 
reference 8.23. The heat generation per MIT assembly at various cool times is provided in Table 
6.4.2-3 along with that for HLW glass. 

Tab! 6 4 2 3 H L d f MIT SNF A bl dS hR' HLWC . e .. - eat oa 0 - s~em •lY an avanna rver amster 

Cooling Time (yr>) Emplacement MIT SNFHeat Savannah River HLW 
Time (yrs) (Watts) (Watts) 

5 0 0.164 526.7 

7 2 0.145 501.7 

9 4 0.135 479.4 

20 15 0.102 376.0 
' 

40 35 0.0637 244.2 

60 55 0.0397 161.2 

80 75 0.0250 108.5 

too 95 0.0159 74.86 
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6.4.3 Structural 

6.4.3.1 Basic Design Approach 

The MIT -SNF codisposal canister is analyzed for dynamic impact loads due to a waste package 
tipover event. The codisposal SNF canister is centered in the waste package surrounded by 5 HL W 
canisters. One of the possible recovery operations for this design basis event is to be able to retriL:ve 
the fuel so that it can be placed into another canister in case of such an accident. Hence, the basic 
design criteria for this tipover event is to keep the fuel assemblies undeforrncd inside the codisposal 
can1sters. This is accomplished by processing the finite-element results in terms of the canister 
displacements and comparing those with the available clearance (Assumption 4.3.12) between the 
fuel assemblies and the basket structural members. If the results show that the clearance between 
the fuel assemblies and the basket structural members "is not completely closed, it can be concluded 
that the fuel assemhlies will not be loaded by the basket structure. However, in case of complete 
closure of the clearance, the design will be deemed unacceptable because the fuel assemblies may 
be deformed. 

A second part of the structural analysis will also evaluate the stress distribution within the codisposal 
canister wall. The equivalent stresses (von Mises stresses) wil1 be compared with the material yield 
strength in order to determine the locations of permanent deformation in the structure. 

6.4.3.2 Finite-Element Model Description 

A two-dimensional (2-D) finite-element model of the codisposal canister shell and basket stmcture 
has been developed in order to perform a waste package tipover analysis. The shell is connected to 
the basket members at the adjacent surfaces. 

The MIT-SNF canister is analyzed for a tipover event which could occur after it is placed into the 
codisposal waste package. The J\IITT -SNF canister basket structure is more resistant to impact load.s 
in the horizontal and vertical orientations of the basket than it is in a 45" orientation. In order to 
represent the most critical load conditions on the MIT -SNF canister, the 45"' orientation of the I\-,111'
SNF canister is selected. The g load acted upon the canister by one of the HLW canisters is 
conservatively assumed to be transmitted through the basket in this angular orientation (Assumption 
4.3.10). The MIT-SNF canister is suppor1cd in two places at the bottom which are the points of 
contact with two HL W canisters. The other two HL W canisters have no effect on the MIT -SNF 
canister since they will be supported by the two lll.W canisters laying below the rvriT-SNF canister. 
The external force on the MIT -S$ canister was calculated using the results of a previous design 
analysis perforrned for the tipover evaluations of the 4-canistcr DI-II.. W waste package. The resulting 
g load is 104 g (Assumption 4.3.11). The external loads on the MIT-SNF codisposal canister due 
to impact of the glass canister above is simulated by applying nodal forces from the 104-g impact at 
the point of contact. A second load applied to the model is the reaction force from the 104g imact 
on the bottom surfaces of the MIT-SNF canister that are in contact with the two HL W canisters. The 
finite-element model includes two reaction constraints which were placed 36 eo apart on each side of 
the plane of impact. This angle is based on one HL W canister loading the codisposal canister, which 
in turn loads two HL W canisters below the codisposal canister. This design analysis did not take 
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structural credit for the fuel assemblies; however, the fuel assembly weights were added to the 
weight of the basket struclure for conservatism. The calculations are given in reference 8.19. 

6.43.3 Size of Indentation between the HL W Canister and the Codisposal Canister 

The intcrface5 between the HL W canister and the codisposal canister are Line-contact with the as
built dimensions since both objects are cylinders. During an impact, three HLW canisters and the 
codisposal canister interact as the uppermost HL W canister presses down upon the codisposal 
canister, and the codisposal canister presses down upon the lower two HLW canisters. The other 
two HLW canisters arc alongside the codispusal ~anister and do not structurally load it in the impact. 
To aid the ANSYS code in obtaining a converged numerical solution, a hand calculation was 
performed (Ref. 8.19) to obmin the area of the ''flat spot" or indentation between each HLW canister 
and the codisposal canister. The width of indentation on the codisposal canister where the external 
forces are distributed is 2.4 mm; this width covers approximately three nodes in the structural model. 

6.4.3.4 Material Property Calculations 

The results of this impact simulation include elastic and plastic deformations in the codisposal 
container. \Vhen the materials enter the plastic range, the slope of the stress-strain curve 
continuously changes. Thus, a linear simplification for this curve is used to mcorporate plasticity 
into the model. A standard approach commonly used in engineering is to connect the yield point to 
the ultimate tensile strength point of the material with a straight line. The stress/strain curve below 
illustrates tl1e procedure and the parameters used in the calculations. 
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Figure 6A.3.4-1Bilinear Stress-Strain Curve 

stress 

Su~=~~ E! 
Sy 

E 

Bilinear Stress-Strain Curve 

where, SY ~Yield strength of the material 
S~ ~Ultimate tensile strength 
e1, e1 , e 3 ~ strain magnitudes 
E =Elastic modulus (slope of the line in the elastic region) 
E1 =Tangent modulus (slope of the line :n the plastic region) 

The slope, E1 is determined by ; 
e1 = SY IE and e2 = e3 - e1 where e3 =elongation specified for material 
Hence, 12 1 ~(S, -S,)/ e,~(0.482 -0.172) I (0.4- (0.172/195)) (see Section 4.1) 
E 1 = 0.776 GPa (calculated for 316L stainless steel) 

6.4.4 Thermal 

6.4.4.1 Thermal Background 

As part of an engineered barrier system for the containment of radionuclides, the codisposal WP 
must be shown to comply with all regulations and requirements that govern the conditions of the 
emplaced SNF and the near-field rock at the repository horizon. Temperatures in the WP and near
field host rock are key to radionuclide containment, as they directly affect the oxidation rates of the 
metal barriers, the structural integrity of the metal HLW canisters and the glass matrix, and the 
ability of the rock to impede migration of radionuclides. 
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Maximum allowable temperatures are based on material performance criteria and are specified as 
design goals for the WP/EBS design. For the glass waste form, the MGDS program has 
recommended a 400"C temperature limit for the glass matrix waste form as documented in reference 
8.6 (CDA DCWP 002, p. 8-4). This thermal goal is to assure that the glass transition temperature 
is not exceeded. To limit the predicted thermal and thermo-mechanical response of the host rock 
and surrounding strata, maximum temperatures of200"C for the emplacement drift wall have been 
specified (Ref. 8.6). 

The method for codisposal \V'P thermal evaluations involves a two-model approach to determine the 
time-dependent WP thermal behavior. As presented in reference 8.17, a three-dimensional (3-D) 
transient finite element model of the WP emplacement provides the 4-canister DJIT... W VIP surface 
temperature history that was used as a boundary condition in the two dimensional codisposal WP 
model utilized in this report. The·model yields conservative peak glass matrix temperatures, MIT 
fuel peak temperatures, peak codisposal canister surface temperatures and peak HL W canister 
surface temperatures. 

6.4.4.2 Thermal ~fodcl 

A two-dimensional model of the codisposal waste package was developed using a uniform axial heat 
load. The effective thermal conductivity of the :MIT SNF (Assumption 4.3.17) was used to represent 
the volume occupied by the spent fuel, and the thermal conductivities of glass and stainless steel 
316L were used for the other major waste package contents. The helium fill gas (Assumption 4.3.6) 
acted as a conductor of heat only, and convedon was not modeled. The HL W canisters and 
codisposal canister are modeled as "floating" in the codisposal waste package such that IIL W 
canisters, codisposal t:anister and WP inner shell do not touch each other; thus there are no 
conduction paths via the canister walls. 

The heat load.s for them .W glass and the heat loads for the MIT fuel assembly areas were applied 
in the codisposai canister and HLW canisters. The heat loads were decreased as a function of time 
to account for radioactive decay. The heat loads were applied volumetrically throughout the fuel 
assembly region. The boundary condition for the 2-D model was the WP surface temperature which 
was determined in reference 8.17. 

Since the repository rock temperatures change slowly with time (driven primarily by the commercial 
SNF), and the HLW glass and MIT fuel heat generation rates decrease with time, the steady state 
problem was solved at several different times from emplacement out to 100 years. Thus, both 
bounding environments and bounding heat loads were considered. 
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6.5 Results 

6.5.1 Criticality 

The k~rr value~ listed in the tables below are equal to the calculated value from MCNP4A plus two 
sigma plus the 0.02 bias allowance defined in Section 5. 

6.5.1.1 i'inT SNF Criticality 

Results obtained in reference 8.15 for the MIT fuel in the intact configuration are provided in Table 
6.5.1.1-1. The intact configuration was evaluated for varying amounts of water moderator by varying 
the density of H20 from zero to 100 percent (one gram per cubic centimeter density) in the 
maximum potential void volume wi[hin the fuel a: loy. These calculations showed that the maximum 
reactivity is reached when the fuel alloy is waterlogged to the maximum extent 

Table 6.5.1.1-1 Intact MIT SNF Codisposal Canister Criticality Results 

Percent H20'" 
Case ~arne in Fuel Allov k.-calculated sil!ma lc 

MIT A 0 O.RI181 0.{)0116 0.!13413 

MITD 25 0.83265 0.00138 0.85541 
' 

MITC 50 0.84897 0.00147 0.87191 

MITF 75 0.86581 0.00150 0.88881 

MITF 95 0.87857 0.00151 090159 

MITB 100 0.88019 0.00138 0.90295 

Pe,cenlllge of a rrmximum of 61.53 volume percent ~~o·ater in fuel matrix void,; 
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Degraded State Within Canister 

The criticality calculations for the degraded states of the :MIT SNF arc documented in reference 8.15 
and summarized in Table 6.5 .1.1-2. The degraded states of the MIT fuel, within the codisposal 
canister that are evaluated herein, are described in Section 6.1. MCNP calculations evaluated the 
reactivity of the MIT fuel as it degrades by modeling the fuel material and moderator within the 
codisposal basket components in succesive stages. The first set of calculations, cases Mmi through 
MITKI, show that the reactivity of the fuel is excessive if stainless steel alone is used to separate 
adjacent assemblies within a basket slot. The second set of calculations, cases MITL through MITO, 
evaluate the fuel and codisposal basket with separator plates fabricated from stainless steel/boron 
alloy (SS316B2A assumed to be 75% effective). In all of these cases, kill remains below the 0.95 
limit. 

T bl 6 51 2 D a e . . .1- d d MIT SNF Cocf e ra e 1sposa 1 c . am!Ster c··rc11 ntlca 1ty acu_~~· 
Divider Plates Degraded Fuel 

Case Name Between Asbls Geometrv k-calculated siam a k. 

MITH Stainless Plate Array with Comb 0.92513 o.ooi?o 0.94853 
Teeth in Asbl. Envelope 

MIT I Stainless Plate Array Homogenized 0.95879 0.00119 0.98117 

MITJ Stainless Enlire Assembly 0.95779 0.00133 0.98045 
(including Side Plates) 

MITK Stainless Entire Cell Homogenized 0.99362 0.00128 1.01618 

MITK1 Stainless High Boron in Divider Plates 0.95003 0.00153 0.97309 

MITL SS316B2A Plate Array with Comb 0.85351 0.00158 0.87667 
Teeth in Asbl. Envelope 

MITM SS31682A Plate Array Homogenized 0.88749 0.00130 0.91009 

MITN SS316B2A Entire Assembly 0.88015 0.00154 0.90323 
(including Side Plates) 

' 
MITO SS316B2A Entire Cell Homogenized 0.91557 0.00149 0.93855 
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6.5.1.2 ORR SNF Criticality 

Intact 

The criticality calculations tabulated below from reference 8.15 show that, due to the lower initial 
enrichment (only 20%) the ORR fuel remains subcritical regardless of the amount of water that 
intrudes into the fuel alloy. This is in spite of the lack of boron neutron absorber material within the 
basket structure in the radial direction. (Axial separators of stainless steel/boron were provided 
similar to incorporated into the MIT SNF codisposal basket.) 

Table 6.5.1.2-1 Intact ORR Codisposal Canister Criticality Calculations 

Percent H20* 
Case Name in Fuel Allov k-calculated sigma k_, 

ORRIOE 0 0.84474 0.00147 0.86768 

ORR lOG 25 0.35567 0.00150 0.87807 

ORRIOH 50 o.g5998 0.00154 0.88306 

' 
ORRIOI 75 o.g70I8 0.()()158 0.89334 

ORR IOJ 95 0.87422 0.00146 0.89714 

ORR !OF 100 0.87446 0.00139 0.89724 

rercenm~e or maxim rn of 40.64. ~olume nen:t'~! wuter in fuel matrix voido; 
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Degraded State Within Canister 

The calculations for the degraded ORR fuel, contained within the codisposa1 canister, for the various 
degradation stages described in Section 6.1, are presented below in Table 6.5.1.2-2. These 
calculations evaluate the reactivity of the ORR fuel as it degrades by modeling the fuel material and 
moderator with the codisposal basket components in succesive stages. The first set of calculations, 
cases ORRHASBL and ORRHSAB 1, show thnt the reactivity of the fuel is excessive if the four 
layers of assemblies are stacked within each basket tube directly on top of one another. The second 
set of calculations, cases ORR I and ORR2, evaluate the fuel and codisposal basket with axial 
separator plates fahricatcd from stainless steeVboron alloy SS316B2A This analysis demonstrates 
the need for neutron-absorbing materials in the separator plate of the ORR axial separator plate.s. 

T bl G 5 l' ' D a e ... - .. d d OR C d" egra e R 0 1sposa Canister c .. c ntlcahty ,alcu ation.s 

~o Boron k-caculated sigma k,, 

ORRHASBL Homogenized Assembly 0.92887 0.00149 0.95185 

pRRHSABI Homogenized Water Gap 0.94404 0.00148 0.96700 

k\xial Boron Separator Plates 

PRRI Homogcni1.erl Assembly 0.86127 0.00142 O.RR411 

PRR2 Homogenized Water Gap 0_88901 0.00140 0.91181 

6.5.2 Source Term Comparison Results 

A comparison of the neutron and gamma sources for the :MIT SNF and HL Vl canisters presented in 
Section 7.4, indicates that the neutron source is insignificant to the total surface dose of the 
codisposal waste package considering that Lhe total neutron source is at least 7 orders of magnitude 
lower Lhan the photon source. The photon sources were normalized to the total in the waste pa<.:kage 
as indicated in Table 6.5.2-1. The I\.11T SNF photon source was normalized to the mass of 64 
assemblies which are present in the DOE-SNF canister; the I-ILW canister photon source was 
normalized to 5 canisters which reflects the totaJ source in the waste package. ~otc that the MIT 
fuel source is over 2 orders of magnitude lower than that for the HLW canisters; for the energy 
groups above 4 MeV, the :MIT fuel source is over 5 orders of magnitude lower. Given this much 
lower source and the fact that the DOE-SNF canister will reside in the center of the waste package 
with the waste package walls shielded by the bulk of the HLW canisters, the effect of the DOE-SNF 
canister on the total surface dose is considered insignificant. The overwhelming contribution to the 
waste package surface dose will be the HL W car.isters. 
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Table 6 52 I Normal· ed Photo So c f MIT Fuel and HLW Canisters .. - IZ n ur es or 

Upper Energy MIT Fuel Source HLW Source 
Boundary of Group 

!v!eV photons/sec/C odis posal photons/sec/WP 
Canister (5 HLW Canisters) 

5.00e-2 2.00e+13 6.61e+15 

l.OOe-1 5.97e+l2 1.98e+15 

2.00e-1 4.30e+l2 l.55e+15 

3.00e-1 1.26e+l2 4.37c+l4 

4.00c-1 9.21e+11 3.20e+l4 

6.00e-1 9.18e+11 4.4le+14 

S.OOe-1 2.44e+!3 6.74e+15 

1.00 1.48e+ 11 1.07e+l4 

1.33 9.54e+10 1.48e+14 

1.66 3.04e+10 3.21e+l3 

2.00 5.23c+09 2.57e+12 

2.50 2.66e+10 1.47e+l3 

3.00 !.57e+08 1.02e+ 11 

4.00 1.70e+07 1.14e+IO 

5.00 5.96e+00 2.63e+06 

6.50 !.96e+00 1.05c+06 

8.00 3.08e-OI 2.06e+05 

10.00 5.44e-02 4.38e+04 

TOTAL 5.81e+13 1.84e+16 
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6.5.3 Structural Stress and Displacement Analysis Results 

A comparison of the equivalent stresses with the material yield and compressive strengths shows that 
the codisposal canister will experience permanent deformation in some localized regions (Ref. 8.19). 

The displacement results are evaluated by comparing the maximum closure between rhe basket 
structural members of the fuel cells with the total available clearance between the fuel assemblies 
and the basket members. The results show that the maximum fuef cell gap closure is less than the 
minimum clearance provided between the fuel ao;;semblies and the basket members (Ref. 8.19). 
Therefore, there will be enough gap for the fuel assemblies to rest in the basket cells without any 
deformation inflicted hy the baskcl members. 

A lhickness of 20 mm was determined to be sufficient for the 316L stainless steel codisposal canister 
shell to prevent fuel assemblies from being deformed (Ref. 8.19). 

6.5.3.1 CaJculatiuns for an Alternate Design 

An allernate design is evaluated to reduce the O.D. of the codisposal canister to provide addiliunal 
clearance within the waste package. The alternate design differs from the original design only in 
terms of the lype of material used for the canister shell~ XM-19 stainless steel is chosen because it 
is stronger than 316L stainless steel in order to decrease the thickness of the codisposal canister shell. 
The basket member material remained as 316L stainless steeL Since the resulting equivalent stresses 
were not significantly over the yield strength, a correlation was developed to predict the required 
minimum thickness of the codisposal canister shell if XM-19 stainless steel is used. 

A codispusal canister shell thickness of 15 mm ofXM-19 stainless steel provides equivalent strength 
as the previously analyzed 316L stainless steel sllell (Ref. 8.19). 
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6.5.4 Thermal Results 

The detailed results of the thermal analysis arc tabulated in reference 8.20, and summarized in figure 
6.5.4-1 which shows the peak temperature at different locations in the WP. The plot indicates that 
the temperature variation in the codisposal canister is very small due to its low heat generation rate 
and lower thermal resistance (see Section 6.4.4.1 ). Peak temperatures inside the MIT fuel and glass 
waste form occur 20 years after the time of emplacement as the drift wall approaches its peak 
temperature (Ref. 8.17). At the time of emplacement, the heat loads for glass and MIT-SNF arc at 
their highest, but the drift and WP surfaces are still cool. By the time the drift wall temperatures 
reach their peak values, 40 years after emplacement, the heat load has decayed so that WP internal 
temperature gradients are lower. For the MIT -SNf codsiposal canister, the peak internal temperature 
will reach 179~C in 20 years; then it will -.Jowly cool to 152 ~cover the following 80 years. During 
the same 80 year cooling period, the temperature gradient across the WP will decre<ise from 
approximately 35°C lo g~c. For the glass waste form, peak internal temperatures will reach 182~C, 
20 years after emplacement. 

The temperature prot1le, shown in Figure 6.5.4-l, confirms that the defense high HLW canister reject 
most uf their heat to the inner wall of the waste package, not to the DOE canister in the center of the 
waste package. The HLW canisters heat output is two orders of magnitude greater than the DOE 
aluminum base waste form. Therefore, the temperature profile peaks in the HL W canisters. If the 
heat output of the DOE aluminum base material increases the peak temperature will shift to the 
center of the waste package, inside the DOE canister. 
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Figure 6.5.4-1. Peak Temperature Profile Across the \VP (20 years after emplacement) 
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7. Conclusions 

AS identified in Sections 2.0 and 4.0, this analysis is based on unqualified/unconfirmed input data, 
thus the use of any data from this report for input into documents supporting construction, 
fabrication, or procurement is required to be conlrolled as TBV in accordance with the appropriate 
procedures. 

7.1 Analysis Results 

The results of the analyses for criticality safety, shielding dose rates, stmctural strength, and thermal 
limits show that the DOE-SNF codisposal canister containing .MIT or ORR fuel can meet the current 
requirements for repository disposal. 

7.1.1 MIT and ORR SJI.'F Criticality 

The criticality analyses performed show that the highly enrkhed 1\1IT fuel can be disposed of within 
a codisposal canister in the codisposal waste package. Similarly, the moderately enriched ORR fuel 
~~also critically safe within the codisposal waste package. Evaluations of the neutronic behavior of 
the degraded fuel materials outside the codisposal canister (i.e. within the waste package and within 
the repository drifts) will be performed as part of Phase II. 

7.1.2 MIT SNF Shielding 

The source tcmi comparison perfonned for the MIT spent fuel and the HLVl canisters show that the 
waste package surface dose rates would nor be affected by the MIT spent fuel. TI1e analyses show 
that the gamma radiation dose rate contribution from the SNF in the codisposal canister and the 
neutron radiation dose rate contributions from both the codisposal and HL W canisters are not 
significant relative to the much more intense gamma source from the HL W cani~ters. 

With regards to addressing the shielding requirement in Section 4.2.6 on increased corrosion due to 
radiolysis, reference 8.24 (Vol. ill, p. 8-4) indicates that for iron based materials in an air/steam 
environment, a 100 RJbr dose rale results in a 5 times increase in corrosion rate at 250~C, and no 
increase in corrosion rate at l50°C. Since the WP surface dose rates are much less than 100 R/hr, 
and the thermal analysis (Ref. 8.20, p. 26) indicate~ that the codisposal 'WP peak surface temperature 
is 153°C, it is concluded that there wiii be no increase in corrosion due to radioJysis. Thus the dose 
rates on the exterior of the codisposa1 waste package with the :MIT SNF codisposal canister is within 
acceptable limits for disposal. 
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7.1.3 Structural 

The equivalent stresses were compared to the material yield strength of the MIT-SNF codisposal 
cani~ter. The stresses were higher than the yield strength in some localized regions of the shell and 
basket structure. However, all stresses were significantly below the ultimate tensile strength of the 
materiaL Therefore, localized permanent deformations are anticipated as a result of dynamic loads 
considered in this document. However, the basic requirement is to keep the wao;te form from being 
deformed due to large displacements in the basket assembly. Hence, as long as this requirement is 
met in the preliminary design of the codisposal canister, small localized plastic deformations in the 
basket structure are not of concern. 

A detailed analysis of the resulting displacements showed that the maximum deflections in the 
codisposal canister basket structure are smaller than the clearance available (Assumption 4.3.12) 
between the fuel assemblies and the basket structure. Therefore, there will be no deformation 
imposed on the fuel assemblies by the basket members based on the conceptual design of the MIT
SNF codisposal canister. 

An alternative design was evaluated (in reference 8.19), and showed that the minimum shell 
thickness can he reduced by using a material with higher strength (XM-19). The recommendations 
for both conceptual codisposal canister designs are made in Section 7.2. 

7 .1.4 Thermal 

Table 7-1 summarizes the peak temperatures and the time of occurrence in the VVP. Peak glass 
matrix, HLW canister shell, MIT-SNF, MIT-SNF codisposal canister shell, and WP barrier 
temperatures are calculated directly by the ANSYS program. 

Table 7-1 Temperature Results Summary 

-·-

Peak Peak Peak Peak Peak 
Glass Matrix HL W Canister MITSNF Codispnsal Canister WP 

Outer Surface Outer Surface Ouler Surface 

"C "' "C " "C m "C m "C I .Yr~-
I 182.3 20 180.2 20 178.9.0 20 179.0 20 153 40 

As indicted above, the peak glass matrix temperatures remain below 400eC, and the temperatures 
for the materials used in the codisposal \VP are such that melting or rapid mechanical failure would 
occur. The temperature for rvnT SNF is also below the thermal goal of 204 nc (Assumption 4.3.2). 
Therefore, the codisposal conceptual canister design analyzed in this document can be loaded in the 
codisposal waste package. 
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The results of the thermal evaluations indicate that the codisposal canister in the codisposal WP 
conceptual design can satisfy the thermal limitations (i.e., goals) during normal expected conditions 
for disposal in the MGDS and therefore will likely meet the MGDS requirements for repository 
disposaL 

7.1.5 Summary 

The analyses presented in this report show that the codisposal waste package maintains criticality 
safety with the conceptual codisposal canister designs for the :MIT and ORR spent fuel types. In 
addition, the MIT S~F will not have a significant effect on the surface dose rate. The structural 
strength of the conceptual design for the :MIT fuel codisposal canister basket is adequate to prevent 
the fuel from being damaged in tipover accident, although some localized plastic deformations might 
occur within the basket structure at high stress areas. The use of high strength type X!\.1-19 stainless 
steel would provide adequate strength for the codisposal canister shell, which is not thick enough 
if 15 mm of Type 316L stainless steel is used to withstand the impact deceleration of 104 g. Another 
alternative would be to evolve the tipover analysis to replace the unyielding surface methodology 
with a methodology which uses a physical representation of the expected impact surface. Such 
methodologies could reduce the g load substantially and eliminate the need for XM-19 stainless 
steel. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are applicable as long as the input parameters are as specified in 
Section 4.1: 

• The MIT and ORR spent fuels can be safely disposed of in the codisposal canister. The 
manufacturability of baskets should also be considered in more detail to reduce the complexity 
of the designs. 

• Two different stainless steels, 316L and X.\1-19, are deemed acceptable for the codisposal 
canister shell and both should be considered in the future codisposal canister designs. In general, 
stabilized, or austinitic stainless steels are compatable with repository disposal. 

• Structural evaluations of the MIT -SNF codisposal canister designs presented in this document 
show that the dimensions and material properties listed in Section 4.3 are acceptable. It should 
be noted that these dimensions are minimum requirements for the design. If the material 
thicknesses are increased from the dimensions provided in the sketch, then the resulting stresses 
and displacements will be smaller; therefore, such designs will also be structurally acceptable. 

It should be noted that if Phase II or Phase II evaluations are found to require additional design 
features (e.g. filler material), the thermal and structural evaluations may need to be reviewed. 
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7.3 Guidance for the Codisposal Canister Design 

The results of this study should provide guidance to the designer and fabricator of the codisposal 
canisters for the MIT and ORR SN'F, and for other DOE aluminum clad fuels having characteristics 
within the same envelope. The following paragraphs phrase these results to be most directly 
applicable to such guidance. 

Thermal: 

Structural: 

Criticality: 

Shielding: 

Given calculated the heat load of 0.16 W/assembly, the thermal output of the fuel has 
nu significant effect on the waste package and no additional requirements are 
identified. 

The outer diameter of the DOE-SNF codisposal canister must be equal or less than 
44 em in order to fit in the central space of the codisposal waste package. 

The codisposal canister shell should have a 15 mrn wall thickness of XM-19 
stainless steel or 20 mrn wall thickness for 316L, with a 380 :MPa yield strength to 
protect the fuel assemblies from being deformed under the dynamic load of 1 04g. 

The DOE-SNP codisposal canister must be able to withstand a tipover accident 
modeled by a dynamic impact simulation in which three HL W canisters and the 
codisposal cani~ter interact as the uppermost HLW canister presses down upon lhe 
codisposal canister with a dynamic load of 104 g, and the codisposal canister presses 
down upon the lower two HL W canisters. 

The kerr must be less than 0.95 after allowance for bias and uncertainty ( ANSI/A.J.'l"S-
8.17) for an intact basket with both intact and degraded (homogenized) fuel within 
the basket assuming optimum moderator conditions and assuming only 75% credit 
for neutron absorber composition. 

A dispersed neutron ahsorber, contained in a corrosion resistant matrix (i.e., high 
nickel, stabilized stainless steel, austenitic stainless steel) from which the absorber 
is not removed (leached) at a rate faster than the fuel matrix degrades, must he 
utilized in the basket. 

Given that the source strengths calculated for the SNF in the codi~posal canister was 
less than 1/100 of that for the HL W canisters (for every energy group of both gamma 
and neutron radiation), the radiation doses from the Al-based DOE-SNF codisposal 
canister have no significant effect on the total dose from the waste package and no 
additional requirements are identified. 
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7.4 Future Plans 

The degradation of aluminum clad fuel can result in the redistribution of uranium materials from the 
original location within the codisposal canister to areas between the HLW canisters, within the waste 
package. The potential effects of fuel relocation within the codisposal waste package will be 
evaluated in Phase ll. 
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